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Superpks lublin zakopane

WARSAW, SUBCARPATHIAN. Currently, the SuperPKS project brings together 70 transport companies and thus offers the widest network of connections, which covers all provinces in Poland. Zakopane, Kołobrzeg, Inowrocław, Zielona Góra, Zgorzelec, Poznań, Karpacz or Modlin Airport are just some of the directions
offered by the new SuperPKS partners. Neobus, PKS Poznań, PKS Łosice, Telesfor, PKS Głogów, PKS Kamienna Góra, NKA Kruszwica, PKS Zielona Góra, ModlinBus are carriers who recently decided to join forces with SuperPKS. Passengers planning shorter and longer journeys will find year-round connections from
more than 1,050 smaller and larger destinations on the SuperPKS platform. - We make sure that at all times the prices of online tickets available on our platform are cheaper than those at the station or at the driver. Additional discounts can be used by seniors, and students are waiting for numerous commercial discounts
offered by our partners – explains Aleksandra Markowska, Director of Marketing and Sales at Teroplan. -For our passengers we have prepared a special autumn promotion for travel on all routes available on the SuperPKS platform. When buying a ticket, you just need to enter the code: SZKOLA to reduce its price by an
additional PLN 10 – encourages Aleksandra Markowska. Tickets with promo code SCHOOL can be purchased www.superpks.pl until September 20. The promotion is valid for travel until 30.09. The terms and conditions of the promotion can be found on the website. SuperPKS is a brand of virtual carrier, under which
since March 2016 bus transport companies serve more than 1000 localities throughout Poland. The aim of the project is to create a strong Polish bus brand, which will compete for passenger considerations and counteract the monopolization of the market by large, foreign players. It is a project based on the combination
of new technologies provided by Teroplan with traditional passenger transport. The project currently involves 70 bus transport companies, including m.in.: Arriva, Mobilis, PKS Łódź, PKS Elbląg, PKS Nova, Lublin Bus Lines, PKS Tarnobrzeg, PKS Bytów, PKS Częstochowa, PKS Ostrowiec Świętokrzyski, PKS Jelenia
Góra, PKS Słupsk, PKS Bigoraj, Zuma, Speed Bus, San Bus, etc. Carriers under the common superpks brand offer passengers to travel on more than 150 routes, including from smaller towns. Travel is served by a fleet of nearly 250 coaches, belonging to carriers with many years of experience, who want to constantly
improve the standards of service provided. Passengers are also given the opportunity to purchase tickets online from 1 pln and plan their trip on the www.superpks.pl. SuperPKS connections are m.in. on routes: - Olsztyn-Warsaw Olsztyn-Bialystok - Olsztyn-Suwałki - Węgorzewo-Warszawa - Szczytno-Warszawa Poznan-Elbląg - Suwałki-Warszawa - Tricity-Elbląg-Warsaw - Lublin-Zakopane - Tarnobrzeg-Gdańsk - Lublin-Krynica Zdrój - Ostrowiec Świętokrzyski -Kraków - Ustka Wisła - Częstochowa - Kłodzko - Jelenia Góra-Szczecin - Jelenia Góra-Słupsk - Jelenia Góra-Koszalin - in the course of its activities offers the rental of
coaches together with the driver for all domestic and foreign trips. In our offer you will also find the rental of advertising spaces, parking lots and premises. more Soon on our site will be available a new feature of bus location. 2020-03-13 Information for travellers Lublin, 13.03.2020| n| Due to the spread of coronavirus
infections (COVID-19), due to the protection of passengers and employees, lublin Bus Lines Sp. z o.o. with its registered office in Lublin at ul. Hutnica 1, informs that it suspends the implementation of the courses of relations Lublin - Zakopane and Lublin - Ciechocinek from 14.03.2020 and Zakopane - Lublin and
Ciechocinek - Lublin from 15.03.2020 until further notice. read more other Page 2 Lublin, 13.03.2020 Due to the spread of coronavirus infections (COVID-19), due to the protection of passengers and employees, lublin Bus Lines Sp. z o.o. with its registered office in Lublin at ul. Hutnica 1, informs that it suspends the
implementation of the courses of relations Lublin - Zakopane and Lublin - Ciechocinek from 14.03.2020 and Zakopane - Lublin and Ciechocinek - Lublin from 15.03.2020 until further notice. Your trip, your prioritiesYou don't want to overpay? Have a busy schedule? Book tickets that suit your needs. Global coverage Save
time by comparing all bus travel options in one service. 24/7 customer service. Our world-class team of bus experts is always happy to help.4Buses running daily04:00 - 10:42The most early and latest bus departures8h 48mThe average duration of the bus journey With Busbud, comparing and ordering bus tickets from
Lublin to Zakopane is extremely easy. Browse the wide range of ticket prices, timetables to find the best option. We will be able to find an offer of travel from Lublin to Zakopane the most solid bus companies serving this route. We offer a wide range of bus services, from cheap tickets to more luxurious journeys from
Lublin to Zakopane to best match your financial capabilities. Bus companiesWhen you order tickets from Lublin to Zakopane, the trip is possible thanks to FlixBus and BP Tour.Dworce and bus from Lublin? The beginning of the route is Lublin Bus Station, Lublin Bus Station, Bus Station, Al. Sikorski, Lublin, Al.
Cooperatives of Labour, Lublin, Al.Witosa, Lublin, South Railway Station, Hospital, KFC or Lublin.If you are going by bus to Zakopane, you can get off at Chramcówki street, Zakopane, Zakopane autobusové nádraží or Zakopane, Poland.Buses running daily4The most early and latest departures of buses04:00 - 10:42
Minimum price11 €Average ticket price17 €Minimum travel time5h 40mThe average bus journey duration8h 48mTrans carriers on this routeFlixBus, InfobusThe lowest average bus ticket price on the route Lublin - Zakopane is 17 €. The best way to buy cheap bus tickets on the route Lublin - Zakopane is to book them as
early as possible. Prices usually go up as your travel deadline approaches, so book in advance to get the best prices! How long does it take to travel by bus between Lublin and Zakopane?The average journey time on the Route Lublin – Zakopane is about 8g 48m, but the fastest buses travel this route in about 5g 40m.
That's how long it takes to reach the distance of 287 km that divides the two cities. How many daily bus connections are there between Lublin and Zakopane? The number of bus routes between Lublin and Zakopane may vary depending on the day of the week. On average, there are 4 daily courses on this route. Some
buses go directly to your destination, while others need to change. In Busbud you can compare and choose buses from Lublin to Zakopane that best suit your travel style and budget. Which bus carrier operates the Route Lublin – Zakopane? Choosing a bus trip between Lublin and Zakopane, you will travel comfortably
and safely with flixBus, BP Tour.Where do the final buses depart from and where do the final buses from Lublin – Zakopane stop? Buses on the route Lublin - Zakopane leave from Lublin Bus Station or Lublin Bus Station, and come to the station ul. Chramcówki, Zakopane, Zakopane autobusové nádraží. Talk to local
residents at the bus stop while traveling from Lublin to Zakopane. The new city is best known for talking to people. Start your tour as soon as the bus leaves the bus stop. If you are on a night bus from Lublin to Zakopane, sit back and start counting the stars. Travelling by car is associated with lower carbon dioxide
emissions than when travelling by other means of transport. Besides, on the bus you can admire the scenery, traveling from Lublin to Zakopane, which would not be possible on the plane. Spend the ride from Lublin to Zakopane, views outside the window and listening to your favorite music. Trivia One of the longest bus
routes in the world runs from Ontario all the way to Alberta, Canada (same bus). The bus travels a distance of 3,435 km (2,135 miles) and the price is less than $100.Did you know that 80% of buses in North America are equipped with WiFi and electrical outlets? In 2014, 60% of autbus travelers used their electronic
devices while driving. The word bus comes from the Latin word omnibus, meaning for all, because buses were supposed to be a means of transport for everyone. Why choose Busbud? Busbud makes it easy to travel. We help travelers find a bus, plan a route and order intercity tickets around the world. Use busbud to
book your journey online in your language and pay your currency wherever you are. Busbud works with trusted companies around the world, such as Greyhound, Eurolines, ALSA, OUIBUS (BlaBlaBus), National Express and many others, so you can buy tickets without worry. Your trip, your prioritiesGlobal
coverageCaso-day customer service 7 days a week. Week.
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